Would

you like to take
a journey of sorts?
Before you begin, we ask you to suspend
any notions you may have about the
best way to live your 55+ years.

We’ll

Why

is it so
important to start
with a fresh slate? Because we don’t
want you to miss any potential opportunities.
According to the Pew Research Center, roughly
10,000 Baby Boomers will turn 65 today and
every day until the 2030’s. There are nearly
as many living arrangements as there are
people considering retirement.
That’s a lot of choices!

do this in 4 parts:
(1) Aging-in-place
in your long-time home; (2) Moving
to an active adult community with no onsite support; (3) Living in a stand-alone
apartment complex; (4) Choosing
a Continuing Care Retirement
Community (CCRC/Life Care).

We

hope you find our
approach refreshing
and informative … maybe
even a bit amusing.

Welcoming
the New Generation
of Retirees.
Living Longer, Better
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This is a story about Abundant Living, Successful Aging, and
The Importance of Planning for the best years of your life

Or
How Not To
Fall Down
The Rabbit
Hole

Follow

Alice as she explores some complicated options we should all evaluate. A
carefully designed plan will help ensure our lives have a ‘happy ending’—
not just for us, but for our families and friends who want to see us content, independent, and
doing well. We are fortunate to have so many possibilities, but we must genuinely and honestly
face facts before we can decide for ourselves what’s likely to keep us healthy and happy.

“Would You Tell Me, Please, Which
Way I Ought To Go From Here?”

“That Depends A Good Deal On Where
You Want To Get To,” Says The Cat.
- Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
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Where Do We Want
To Get To?
We have lots of freedom and options where and
how we want to live in retirement. Rincon del Rio
tries to make it simple: Contentment through
Abundant Living and Successful Aging made
possible by living in a ‘Wellness’ Community.

But let’s not get ahead of ourselves…

“Every Adventure
Requires A
First Step.
Trite, But True,
Even Here”.
—The Cheshire Cat

This phase of your life is a great adventure, so
with all this in mind, let’s explore some options:
The Cheshire Cat tells us:

“You Just
Go Where
Your HighTop Sneakers
Sneak, And
Don’t Forget
To Use Your
Head.”
This approach should be simple, but possibilities
arising from unprecedented longevity create real
challenges when considering residents’ needs
and interests over a 20 to 40-year retirement.

“Only The
Insane Equate
Pain With
Success”
Believing these two idioms,
we’ll not be brutal like the
Queen of Hearts, but rather,
we will be factual. Since we
are all very grown up, there
should not be much need
for the standard sugar
coating.
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There Are Options:
Should I Stay Or
Should I Go?

Aging-In-Place At
Your Long-Time Home
There may need to be some renovations
(expensive hassle that can reduce resale value)
and the commitment of family or a variety of paid,
on-site employees. Besides that, there may be
some unintended consequences:
Do you know someone wounded by dysfunction
as a result of older people trying to stay at home
until the bitter end? Time passes and takes its toll.
Remaining at home becomes very expensive and
diminishes the independence and happiness of
the person being cared for. They start feeling guilty
when the perception forms that they are a burden.
They hear the arguments as children and in-laws
quarrel over the coordination and supervision of
care. They sense the hurt when blame is passed
around because of emergency incidents. In the
event of a caregiver spouse, everyone clearly
sees the downward spiral of those living in the
home. (Statistically, a related caregiver often dies
before the handicapped partner.)

Compared to younger people (usually still in the
work force), retirees are more apt to say their
home is:
• Comfortable
• In a safe community
• Adequate to connect with family
Those are some pretty compelling reasons to stay
put! However, there are some things to consider:
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Living like this is very isolating for the actual
participants. Friends visit at first, but over time, it
becomes a very lonely, boring existence. Being
isolated is a real health and happiness risk.

Of Course, There
Can Be Rewarding
Experiences As Well

Further, without pre-planning, rushed decisions
can be very expensive and fraught with stress
and arguments followed by depression, transfer
trauma, and guilt.

* *This Isn’t Sugar-Coated
Very Well At All.

But overall, for long-term arrangements, (not
hospice or a sudden illness) the solution of staying
in the home should be weighed carefully both
financially and emotionally. Some say, “I’ll stay in
my home. When needed there’s always assisted
living, skilled nursing, or Alzheimer’s care if those
needs should arise.” Very true.
But those decisions are no fun and they are difficult
to make. Often these choices are forced upon us
in times of crisis, after the death of a spouse, as
a result of an accident in the home, or when a
parent is unaware or unable to reach the decision
by themselves.

“It’s No Use
Going Back To
Yesterday, Because
I Was A Different
Person Then.”
(So much has happened in life that it’s best to
focus on the here and now. No use spending time
dwelling on ‘The Good Ol’ Days’.)
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If a spouse dies, their partner is often frightened
to leave a neighborhood and the familiar, even
if they would benefit from a more supportive
environment. They can be vulnerable to falls,
accidents, depression, and scams. Sometimes
they start self-isolating while grieving. Worse, they
hide problems so they aren’t pressured by family
or friends to leave the AAC that is so heavily aftermarketed as “the place to stay young”.

Downsizing to an Active Adult
Community (AAC) can be fun!
Moving to a community like Del Webb has much
to offer. There are others with like interests, great
amenities, and lots of things to do. Unfortunately,
this sort of community is not set up to anticipate
the future very well. The big problem with a
move to an Active Adult Community is that it only
postpones making hard decisions. What happens
if you or a spouse need some level of support?
Who will assist you, and who will maintain your
house if you need temporary nursing care? Even
if someone will watch your house, you are then
carrying the cost of two residences.

What Happens
When Del Webb
Isn’t Enough?

So, while AAC’s seem great, fact is, 70% of people
turning 65 today can expect to use some form of
long-term care during their lives. Typical AAC’s
just aren’t planned to help with that.

Active Adult Communities sometimes offer things
like health fairs, etc., but that’s about as far as
it goes. These communities are not ‘resident’
centered; they are residential developments. They
don’t pretend to care about your health or what
happens when conditions change … nor should
they. That’s not what they are about.
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things like the cost of utilities, interior repairs,
handyman services, and entertainment. Is there
a gym or hobby rooms? Is there affordable,
convenient transportation?

Thinking of apartment or condo living? You have
choices: (1) An apartment located within a
full-amenity, service-enriched retirement
community; or (2) a stand-alone independentliving apartment/condo with fewer services.
Before choosing, it is important to determine:

Living in a service-enriched community lets you
ditch your car! Why would you do that? The
cost of keeping a car is estimated to be $9,000
annually. This expense includes things like fuel,
tires, insurance, maintenance, upkeep, licensing.
(Don’t forget the hassle of the DMV.) Living in a
community means quick, convenient options like
scheduled transportation, private drivers, zip cars
(shared cars/pickups kept on campus), and online options. (There may very well be Uber Drivers
living just a few houses away!)

1. Does the facility have an option for additional
care should the need arise? It’s not enough
to have a beautiful design with a pool,
sports courts, and a club house if there is no
assistance if/when you need it. Find out if the
complex offers in-home health care and make
sure your unit is equipped with an emergency
notification system.
2. Are there dining options? (This should not
include eating alone at Denny’s.)
3. Does the complex provide housekeeping,
activities, and other amenities as part of the
monthly rent?
Some choose a stand-alone apartment/condo
because they think the cost of living will be less.
However, when the price tag of a unit within a
community is carefully considered, the benefits
become transparent. Make sure you consider

Keeping your car doesn’t guarantee your
freedom and independence. Some find it hard
to drive at night, so arrival and departure times
have to be planned around the sun. Others find
traffic congestion confusing and annoying with
honking horns and speeding cars. Then there’s
the weather. How many plans have you had to
change because you didn’t feel safe driving in the
rain?

Make Your Choices ReFlect Your Hopes Not You Fears.
Nelson Mandela
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Maybe A Continuing
Care Retirement
Community (CCRC)?

CCRC Communities Offer
Several Types Of Contracts:

(Also Known as A Life Plan
or Multi/Level Community)
Part independent living and part advanced
levels-of-care, CCRC’s offer a tiered approach
accommodating residents’ changing needs over
time. If assistance with everyday activities should
ever become necessary, residents have access to
on-site care facilities. CCRC’s provide the option
to live in one community for the duration of life.
Entry Fee CCRC’s function like a long-term care
insurance product and are the most expensive
of all senior housing options. Entry fees range
from $400,000 to $1M+. This is an upfront sum
to prepay for care you may or may not need in the
future. There are also monthly charges ranging
from $4,500 to $8,500. Both payments depend
on the type of contract selected. When a resident
vacates the community, a pre-agreed upon
percentage (if any) of the entry fee is returned.
Monthly fees are non-refundable.
Equity Model CCRCs: Fee-simple communities
that include provisions for not only active,
independent living but also greater levels-of-care
have been developed and operated in California
since the late 1980’s. The Equity Model CCRC
operates without the contractual perplexity and
financial disadvantages sited by many potential
residents of Entry-Fee CCRC’s.

Life Care or Extended Contract: This is the most
expensive option, but offers unlimited assisted
living, nursing, or memory care without increases
to the monthly fee. (COLA’s are allowed.)
Modified Contract: This contract offers a set of
services provided for a set length of time. When
that time expires, other services can be obtained,
but the monthly fee increases.
If ever needed, both Life Care and Modified
Contract agreements require the resident to
use the care facilities on-site. On one hand, this
can be a real advantage in maintaining familiar
surroundings; but, on the other hand, if the care
facility is older or poorly operated, it can turn into
a disadvantage. Also, moving to higher levels of
care does not automatically mean the resident is
eligible for the entry fee refund.
Fee-for Service Contract: The entry fee may be
lower, but advanced levels-of-care charges are
market rate. This means a resident could choose
any nursing facility (on- or off-site) if they wish.

“If Everybody Minded Their Own Business, The World
Would Go Around A Great Deal Faster Than It Does.”
Lewis Carrol, Alive in Wonderland
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Let’s Talk About
Equity Model CCRC’s

depending on age, gender, and health status at
time of entry.) Fifteen + years is not an unusual
occupancy experience.
You may be familiar with the mathematical rule of
72. This is a shortcut to estimate the number of
years required to double money at a given annual
rate of return. Divide 72 by the estimated rate of
return, expressed as a percentage. For example,
$1M invested at 7% (72/7) will be $2M in about 10
years.

The distinguishing attribute of equity-model
CCRC’s is the financial vehicle exercised to live
in the Community. Residents purchase their
home. That affords the advantages of not only
home ownership, but also maintenance-free living
(service-enriched housing).
Residents are free to sell their homes at any
time and harvest the appreciation. Everyone
(management and community members) works
together to make the community so desirable
and well run, there is a long, long waiting list of
potential buyers.

Entry-fee CCRC’s collect the entry money when
you enter the community, hold the money, and
then return a percentage of the original entry fee
(depending on contract type) when you vacate.
The refund will never approach 100% … much
less any appreciation.

Equity Model CCRC Communities operate on a
‘wellness’ model and offer residents significant
advantages:
1. Differentiated from an Entry-Fee CCRC,
equity models don’t require a large entry
fee (if any) to cover the costs of advanced
care that may never be used. That means
the capital investment stays with the resident
rather than the CCRC Provider.
Average ‘length of stay’ is a carefully tracked
industry benchmark for determining turnover and
occupancy metrics. The average range is 10 to 12
years. (Obviously, there are significant differences

2. With Equity Model CCRC’s you own your own
home (unlike an Entry-Fee CCRC with a stateregulated entrance fee). Equity arrangements
provide all the tax, estate planning, and
financial benefits (such as appreciation) of
home ownership. Because you own your
home, you can obtain a mortgage (or even
reverse mortgage if ever desired).
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Equity Model Communities are Common-Interest
Developments regulated by the California
Department of Real Estate. The structure consists
of individually owned ‘Residential Parcels’
that include your home, the land, and hard
infrastructure. Some areas (such as roadways)
are owned in common by all the homeowners.
The Provider retains a fee-simple interest only
in things like restaurant kitchens, dining rooms,
parking structures, recreational areas, care
facilities, and other service resources that
comprise what is known as the ‘Service Parcel’.
3. The homeowners determine the sale price of
their homes.
4. The California Department of Real Estate
oversees the formation of Common Interest
Developments and the Department of Social
Services is accountable for the oversight of
the residential care facilities. The provider
is responsible for remodeling and all
maintenance of the homes and associated
landscape as well as upkeep of common
areas.

Conversely, an Equity Model CCRC is well run
by a professional management company that
has no agenda other than to remain poised and
staffed to respond to resident concerns. The
management company ultimately reports to the
HOA membership. Since all community members
are HOA members, residents have bold powers
to hire/fire the management company if they are
not performing to the highest standards.
The result is a Provider with strong incentive to
align its interest with those of the homeowners.
Management is motivated to provide excellent
service at reasonable prices in order to maximize
resale values and maintain their management
contract with the HOA.

This Brings Us To The
Appreciation Aspect
Of The Community.

The monthly fee covers all costs of building
operations, including funding of reserves. In most
housing developments, the developer sells all the
units and leaves with no further obligation.
What is left is a Homeowner’s Association (HOA)
to manage the property by themselves. These
HOA’s are notoriously dysfunctional managers,
have a hard time finding volunteers to serve, and
can be very political and unpleasant.
5. Entry-Fee CCRC’s keep any appreciation
when a unit is vacated. With Equity CCRC’s,
the HOA keeps a 10% +/- transfer fee of
the sale price. This money is used for
commissions and on-going marketing efforts.
This arrangement supports the interests of
both the Homeowners and Management to
keep the community vibrant, beautiful, and in
demand.
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So, To Summarize …
It can be traumatic to move from your long-time
home. Before taking that step, carefully consider
your retirement plan. Moving to an active-adult
community means you may be risking a second
move. By moving to a CCRC, you still have a very
energetic lifestyle, but no matter if there are future
challenges, you can keep your same address,
friends, and neighbors because you chose a
community designed to protect and even enhance
your health. If your situation should change, you
remain living in the community with levels of care
from in-home help to Assisted Living, Memory
Care, and Hospice/Palliative Care.
Most people do not wish to be forced into a
move at a time of crisis. They realize that their
futures should not be ‘need driven’ but instead,
a time to celebrate a great decision leading
to a new, rewarding lifestyle. CCRC’s (Life
Plan Communities) are an attractive option for
prospective residents in today’s marketplace.
With Equity-Model CCRC’s, both Community
Members and Management are motivated to
maintain the property and provide high-quality,
cost-effective services, maintenance, and
improvements that enhance the overall value of
The Community.

When it comes to predicting the future, no one
knows for sure what card they might be dealt.
It’s important to recognize variables and face the
future head on. Consider these facts:
• 70% of people 65+ will need some type of
long-term care. — US Department Health and
Human Services
• 25% of Medicare patients spend all assets
(including home equity) on end-of-life care. —
AARP
• 25% of people 65+ will spend time in assisted
living
• 33% of people 65+ will develop dementia or
some sort
When you put that in perspective, living in a CCRC
might be the most affordable decision a senior
could make. It is certainly one of the best qualityof-life decisions possible.

Alice didn’t choose to go
to Wonderland (much like
we didn’t choose to grow
older) - but she made of it an
adventure that was fresh and
fantastic and very much her
own: You can do the same.
Rincon del Rio - 10

What About

Rincon
del
Rio ?

Rincon del Rio provides a variety of housing
options along with services, amenities, and a
discreet continuum-of-care designed to address
the needs of residents as they age.
We are mostly about active, independent living,
but the campus also has in-home assistance,
assisted living, palliative care/hospice, and
memory support services if ever needed.

Rincon utilizes a team approach (pharmacist,
nutritionist, doctors, psychologist, and physical
therapists). This reduces medical costs, increases
efficacy, and keeps residents healthy.
(Rincon del Rio has a physician on-site who even
makes house calls!)
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Rincon del Rio Is
An Agrihood In A
Natural Setting

We boast a professionally-operated farm providing
fresh, delicious food for our restaurants and onsite farmer’s market.

Moving to Rincon del Rio is certainly more than
just ‘downsizing’; more than just a place to live, it
is an exclusive way of life. It is being part of nature.

We offer beautiful, functional housing; interesting,
unspoiled open space; spa and medical services;
gardening, wildlife, and a private downtown with a
state-of-the art Business Center should you chose
to continue working.

Residents appreciate simpler, kinder lifestyles
with hometown tranquility, familiarity, and security
surrounded by abundant natural amenities.
Rincon del Rio means country living at its best.
Our design addresses the growing popularity of
housing tailored for niche markets.

Many smart, active adults choose communities
with levels of medical attention because they
combine not only active, rewarding lifestyles but
also provisions for realistic scenarios that might
occur.
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Physical And Visual
Where You Live
Connection To Nature Changes How You Live
What more is there to say? Having open space
and nature at your door step is so obviously
valuable and positive there is no need to rehash
the apparent. However, it is interesting to note that
archeologists believe certain landscape features
(bodies of water, plants, and wildlife) we find
aesthetically pleasing today, may have enhanced
the survival of the species. Important advantages
afforded by specific natural settings during our
evolutionary history may have been so central
to survival that natural genetic selection favored
those who had positive responses toward nature.

Rincon del Rio is Spanish for Bend of the River.
Much like a meandering tributary, sometimes
as life goes on, we make subtle alterations in
course. Nothing drastic—just adaptions along
the way as we change focus, learn, and grow.
We have designed living units to blend with the
natural environment on 215-acres leaving 80%
open space, picnic sites, and vistas. This makes
possible miles of walking trails, plenty of space to
enjoy gardening, wildlife and natural vegetation.
We have also paid close attention to all the
‘creature’ comforts that make life at the end of the
day comfortable, social, and satisfying.
When you wake up in the morning and open
your door, the fresh breeze from the river and
hilltops almost beg you to step outside to see
what surprise nature has waiting. You won’t have
to go far because you will find a walking trail at
your zero-threshold front door. There are miles of
groomed paths, more difficult hiking trails into the
wooded areas, work-out trails, and paved walks
around the village green and event lawn.
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Eating fresh, delicious whole foods (grown
professionally on-site) improves your health and
mood.

Location And Weather
Let’s start with the things we can’t control—but
they are positive—so let’s capitalize on them:
Rincon del Rio has cool, wet winters; warm,
mostly dry summers.
December temperatures average 54.4°F
(minimum 37.5°F) with 70 days of measurable
precipitation each winter. Average July
temperatures is 91.7°F. Below the snow of the
Sierra and above the Sacramento Valley fog, we
have a strong change of seasons with a welldefined fall and spring.

There is a Sutter Hospital 5 minutes south in
Auburn and Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital
(Dignity) in Grass Valley is about 20 minutes away.
There is an abundance of doctors in Auburn and
Grass Valley as well as Roseville which is 20
minutes south of Auburn on Interstate 80. The
Roseville, Rocklin, Loomis area host a profusion
of shopping opportunities, malls, and stand-alone
specialty shopping centers. While Rincon del Rio
offers five-start dining, there is a great selection of
dining options nearby.

Downtown Sacramento and the International
Airport are a little more than an hour from Auburn.
San Francisco, Napa, Reno, Bodega Bay are
about 150-minutes depending on time of day and
traffic.
To beat highway congestion, there is daily Amtrak
service to Sacramento, Davis, and The Bay
Area. The small historic towns of Grass Valley
and Nevada City are about 20 minutes north on
Highway 49.
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Unique Community
Layout

Town Center is a small shopping/service
promenade with loft apartments on the second
story. It is adjacent to the Event Lawn which has
a specially prepared green to accommodate
professional party tents to facilitate celebrations.
Decorations never need be the same twice and
can be very special and elegant. When the event
is successfully complete, the area returns to open
space.
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Village Square Concept
This innovation makes possible the relocation
and re-orientation of certain clubhouse functions.
As a result, visits are greatly enhanced, and
experiences are more authentic and comfortable
for residents, guests, and family. Don’t forget
about the river and open space! Obviously, time
spent in stimulating surroundings is far superior to
sitting in a living room or tired, passé club house.
The outdated concept of a single, massive,
centralized clubhouse with its inherent expense
and complicated social structure (politics) is
greatly simplified.

Moving some club house functions to the
Village Center makes the environment more
accommodating for children (not to mention
parents and grandparents.)

Universal Design
Homes That Are
Age-DeFiant!

What Are The
Housing Choices?

You have your choice of several neighborhoods:
There are Loft Apartments (750 sq. ft. to 1,500 sq.
ft.) situated above the retail shops in the Village
Center (very socially active places).
Universal Design means environments and
products that are useable by all people, regardless
of their age, size, or ability. Because this concept
applies to everyone, Universal Design is ‘design
for all,’ ‘inclusive design,’ and ‘life-span design.’
Our goal is a beautiful, practical product that
works effortlessly and is age defiant!

You may prefer a unit in the upscale Lodge (1,375
sq. ft.) These buildings were designed to ‘pamper’
and have every spa amenity imaginable.

Then there are Collage Condos. Odd name, isn’t
it? This term was used to describe Frank Lloyd
Wright designs. Wright drew homes that would
blend seamlessly into the environment—making
them appear part of a nature collage. For example,
the Rincon del Rio Collage Condominiums
respect the natural gradients that make the Sierra
Foothills so beautiful. Instead of large retaining
walls and mass grading, we have respected and
embraced the natural topography.
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The units themselves appear to sit flat on the land,
but they employ uphill and downhill zero-threshold
entrances. The residents that enter from the uphill
side don’t encounter the residents with entrances
on the downhill side. Special construction
techniques insure no noise from above, below,
or between. Of course, everyone will get to know
each other and probably be friends because the
condos are beautiful, social, convenient, and just
plain fun.

Because this is new construction, you are
encouraged to help with the room layout and
interior design to ensure you get exactly what you
want!

Maybe the most fun housing choice is the
detached Bungalows (1,740 – 1,840 sq. ft.) The
Bungalows are situated in a Pocket Neighborhood
adjacent to the Event Green.

Please request separate literature that has floor
plans and more detail on the homes and services
provided.

We also offer several choices and sizes of singlefamily detached Cottages (1,650 – 2,575 sq. ft.
or more.) These homes offer a good balance of
privacy and community. They are clustered within
a 40-acre building envelope. These homes are
designed with the future in mind! This makes
possible comfortable and easy living no matter
what challenged may arise.
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Geez! How Much
Will This Cost?
Ah, yes, the elephant in the room.

Next is the monthly fee. This fee covers
membership in the HOA, basic utilities, inside
and outside home and landscape maintenance,
home-owner’s insurance, access to all the open
space, picnic areas, downtown, swimming pools
(and water holes in the river), state-of-the art
fitness center, sandy beach by the river, use of
the Pavilion and clubhouse deck and bar area for
private parties and celebrations, social gathering
spots, transportation plans, recreational areas,
restaurants (more formal or casual), sports courts,
entertainment, and on-site doctor.
There is also a state-of-the-art business center
with conference rooms and small office spaces,
campus-wide wi-fi, frequent no-charge restaurant
dining, monitoring by the safety team (security),
housekeeping, gardening space and water,
Handyman Always Handy, lock-and-leave security
for your home, pet sitting, and too much to detail
here. Just know at Rincon del Rio you are entitled
to special privileges and amenities you don’t have
at your current home.

The actual cost depends on you! We have readyto-go floor plans, but we encourage you to work
with the designer (no charge) so the interior
layout fits your every need and desire. There is a
minimum finished standard, but for the most part,
you are in charge.
Prices vary based on the lot you choose, the
size of your home, plus optional bonus rooms
and upgrades if you wish. The important thing to
remember is that you are not just purchasing a
home: Be careful not to make apples to oranges
comparisons. Remember, you are making a lifestyle choice to reside in a wellness community
where everyone has a least one common goal:
Maintaining independence, health, and happiness.
A sense of well-being just rubs off on you.

The monthly fee is roughly what it costs you to live
now, but with many more advantages including
options like no-shop, no-chop, when you are
entertaining family and or friends.

It’s Time To Secure
Your Future Lifestyle

As a ballpark figure, detached single-family
homes will be in the range of $400-$500 a sq. ft.
including the lot, landscaping, and infrastructure.
(Other types of units can cost less.)
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Thank you for taking this journey with us.
We hope our tea party gave you ‘food for thought’.
Please, take a moment to answer these
questions to help you decide what’s important
to you in your Retirement Wonderland!

The Consumer Of The Future Will:
(Check All That Apply To You:)

q
q
q
q

Be attracted to communities that connect them to the natural environment.
Desire access to a full continuum of healthcare services.
Place high importance on wellness, transportation, and technology.
Expect personalized service packages and activities that are more about
life enrichment rather than just passing the time (beyond Bingo).

q View the conveniences of maintenance-free living as affording more time for
socializing, exploring new interests, and pursuing lifelong passions.

q Want a residence that encourages connections with the outside community.
q Want to live where they can safely walk to restaurants, shops, and other attractions.
q Place importance on sustainability within the community.

Is Rincon del Rio Right for You?

Rincon del Rio is revolutionizing senior living by providing products and services not
previously delivered in retirement housing. We promote an open dialogue with residents
informing us about services and amenities they would like to enhance their lives.
For More Information: www.RincondelRio.com or 10450 Way • Auburn, CA 95602 • 530.269.1046
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A Summary of
Rincon del Rio

Nature
And Open Space
Farm Fresh Food
And Gardening
Natural Activity
Authentic People
On-Site Doctor
Wildlife

The story of Alice in Wonderland ends with Alice swatting away
The Cards as they respond to the Queen’s Command, “Off With
Her Head!” She awakes to find herself back on her sister’s lap at
the riverbank and relates her adventures. Alice then traipses off for
tea as her sister remains pondering the story. In her mind, Alice’s
sister changes the tone of Alice’s journey from harrowing quest
to childhood fantasy. The reintroduction of the calm scene at the
riverbank allows the story to close as it began. This happy ending
transforms Wonderland into an isolated episode of imagination
discounting the nightmarish qualities and trauma in favor of a
positive tale that Alice may eventually recount to her own children.
And so it is with our story. We hope for you a delightful journey
through your later years, free of distress and disturbance. If a
life in a natural, bucolic setting with friends and service-enriched
housing sounds impossible, remember what The Queen told Alice,

“Why, sometimes I’ve believed as many as
six impossible things before breakfast.”
The key is planning now to ensure the future you want.
Contact us soon so we can talk about your particulars.
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